NPF4 CALL FOR IDEAS - HAWICK
This overview provides a summary of ideas
and mapping from the event held at Hawick
Town Hall on 25 February 2020 where a
total of 32 people attended the workshop and
drop-in sessions.
MAJOR THEMES IN RELATION TO THE SIX DISCUSSION QUESTIONS:
What development will we need to address climate change?
 Clean, renewable, and local, energy
 Importance of natural systems and integration with land use
 Quality of life and resilient communities
 Integrated approach to flood management
 Carbon conscious homes, communities, transport and infrastructure
How can planning best support our quality of life, health and wellbeing in the future?
 Importance of supporting public services
 Inter-generational and collective living
 Our places provide opportunities for new possibilities
 Community empowerment
 Support rural areas
 Quality of life; health and wellbeing
What does planning need to do to enable an economy that benefits everyone?
 Support local, circular and volunteering economy, and respect individual circumstances
 Importance of high street and services
 Ensure it’s a good place to do business with technical, digital, services and infrastructure
How can planning improve, protect and strengthen our places?
 Support town centres and listen to community voices
 Integrated land uses and supported eco-systems
 Support local: economy; land investment; food; building maintenance
 Quality of place and quality of experience is important
 Benefit from unique and special natural places
What infrastructure do we need to plan and build to realise our long term aspirations?
 Integrated low carbon transport, connectivity and digital connectivity
 NPF4 and other processes to provide effective delivery
 Collaborate with communities to deliver
 Heating and power across scale that also addresses fuel poverty
‘ONE BIG THING’
 Tackle climate change
 Housing
 Health and wellbeing
 Invest in successful economy

The following pages provide a record of the ideas and maps that were produced.
(All photo and image credits: NPF4 Team)

‘CLIMATE CHANGE’ - What development will we need to address climate change?
WOULD LIKE TO
BECAUSE…
WHO CAN BEST
THEME/S
SEE…
MAKE THIS HAPPEN…
Better use of renewable
Keep it local - wind power
SG - funding. Local
Clean, renewable, and
energy technology gets exported - we need
authority - planning.
local, energy
local heat schemes from more/cheaper/greener to
Community - organise
ground source heat
be generated and used
locally.
pumps
locally (jobs/people/place)
All energy produced
No more energy should
from Scotland's natural
come from using physical
clean resources ie.
fuel sources.
Hydroelectric, wind, tidal
and sunlight
More of our renewable
We need to double or triple Scottish Borders
energy resources
the clean electricity
Council, Scottish
harnessed
generated
Government, UK Gov
More mini hydroelectric
Reducing carbon footprint
SG
schemes on rivers and
streams
Rewilding especially of
Locking up carbon healing SG and forestry and
Importance of natural
grouse moors
ecology
land Scotland
systems and
integration with land
Protection of ancient
It's part of Scotland's
Scottish forestry, local
use
woodlands, planting of
heritage, reduces
authority
deciduous woodland,
greenhouse gases, makes
less coniferous forestry.
Scotland more attractive
for tourism, encourage
wildlife diversity and
outdoor recreation.
Meaningful, time bound
There's a plethora of plans
targets to ensure that
and 'target's'. We need an
this is effective
effective integration of
mitigation between
these so that the
(especially) land use
resources we have can be
and planning using the
best spent - mostly NOT
STERN report as a
on massive schemes.
checklist might be a
starting point. I can't
see a Tory Govt
agreeing to this, so roll
on Indy Ref2.
A radical re-evaluation
Otherwise 2050 is going to Every individual. Every
Quality of life and
of how we live that puts
be a very bleak place.
organisation. Every
resilient communities
thriving for all (human
politician
plus more than human)
first. All of us together
A slowing down of the
pace of things.
space for creative,
cultural activities.
Encouraging
communities to be self
sufficient

Address flood risk areas
- complete in 2022 better flood defences,
no risk of future flooding!
More flexibility in
allowing dredging widening, deepening
water courses
Flooding v
infrastructure. Far
greater involvement of
local area partnerships
in forming climate policy.
A notable example
would be removing
major developments
from the headwaters
and slowing rivers down
to prevent flooding
happening. Natural
forests rather than
commercial forestry as
well.
All new homes should
have electric vehicle
charging points, be
carbon neutral, have
roof panels
No new house building
unless carbon neutral
design
Healthy, sustainable,
transport, housing,
energy, food,
ecosystem, continuing
education, circular
economy, zero waste,
building community,
citizens assemblies
holding power.
Better public transport,
especially in rural and
semi-rural areas, such
as more train links,
wider range of bus
services - so as to
reduce traffic and
carbon emissions
Carbon neutral Scotland
moving to carbon
negative
Sustainable
infrastructure and
services

It is a major national and
local issue (Hawick as an
example)

SEPA, Councils, LDP,
Local Gvt Flood Risk
officers, central Govt
(funding),

Integrated approaches
to managing flooding

Environment and energy
minister

Slow charge = 100% in 7
hours, fast charge = 80%
in 30 mins. Gas station
equivalent needs 10x
points compared to pumps
- land use, delay
reducing carbon footprint

SG

The survival of the planet
and its people depend on
it.

SG, local councils,
voluntary organisations,
creative cultural
organisations.

So as to reduce traffic
which contributes to air
pollution and premature
death from air pollution,
and reduce carbon
emissions

SG, local councils

To contribute to reversing
climate change

Everyone from Govt to
individuals, but Govt and
industry must lead

SG

Carbon conscious
homes, communities,
transport and
infrastructure

‘PEOPLE’ - How can planning best support our quality of life, health and wellbeing in the future?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…
BECAUSE…
WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THEME/S
THIS HAPPEN…
Sustainable development Cost of public services
SG - planning, policies,
Importance of
support people by having
growing ever higher - but
local authority planners,
supporting public
good (green) housing and
you can't put everything on
and service delivery, third services
jobs in our rural
to 3rd sector to deliver!
sector/community to drive
communities - support rural Keep it local! Focus of
the politicians re what
community transport for
community/town
people need.
older/disabled.
regeneration - hub
approach
Effective integration of
Our locality groups are an
health/social/wellbeing
utter shambles
provision, with effective
contributions from
communities of place.
An end to fuel poverty and
Fuel poverty. Rural
retention of schools
schools are at the heart of
(closure proposals should
rural communities; without
only be considered in local
them, the holiday
dev plans)
homes/2nd houses will take
over
Better accommodation we are all getting older SG - funding. RSLs Inter-generational
affordable, greener,
without more carers we will
rented accommodations.
and collective
cheaper to heat, accessible need euthanasia
LA and SG planning.
living
and support development
programmes instead!
Educators.
of better career path/higher Value the elderly! Huge
wages for care sector
experience - help them to
keep contributing
More collective living,
It is likely that social
Land use folk, planners
working and playing where
collapse will happen and
and architects.
all ages learn from each
restoring more connected
other and grow together
communities will create
resilience
Retirement villages using
Those retired can be united Independent government,
redundant properties
economically by keeping
local community, all
owned by government,
their hands and handing on emanations of the state,
NHS and other emanations to the young their
private sector, use
of the state.
experience and skills.
community empowerment
Empathy - users with
act
providers.
National park in Borders to
Independent living in a
national and local
create tourism with proper
retirement village will
government, private
recognition of significant
release homes for families
sector,
retirement villages public
and reduce NHS
sector.
requirement. Tourism will
be the key to employment like the Lake District.
Cities, large towns need to
Our places
be made more green provide
allow nature to become
opportunities for
established in them; city
new possibilities
farms, market gardens, roof
gardens
Underground thermal
power from local parks

Car free zones - built up
areas for pedestrians, not
SUV's
Free public transport within
towns and cities and safe
cycling routes
New settlements

Finding new sites in and
around existing settlements
is a challenge infrastructure, topography,
flood risk, road congestion
etc. New settlements allow
a fresh start. However,
finding land, delivery is an
issue in practice - and
major infrastructure costs

Corporate approach with
land owners, service
providers, SEPA, Scottish
Water, Scottish Power,
planning authorities,
development industry.

local citizens assemblies
Community empowerment
both local communities and
communities of interest
Volunteers with high skills
running local and national
govt. Many having retired
working part time with
some form of payment
using skills and
experiences.
Far bigger roles to play for
local communities rather
than at national level.
Creates community
empowerment.
Treat people with
sympathy, consideration
and apply common sense
in dealings with the public
Independent Scotland 2050
Work to Rural Areas provide ecohousing, land
for permaculture,
lightweight electric vehicles
and few loads; good
network of local schools
Transport in rural areas
should be more frequent
and subsidised by Govt
Preservation of Scotland's
scenery, better access for
leisure activities, encourage
people to live and work in
the country
More affordable housing challenge in finding
provision - in rural areas

to restore self respect,
sense of identity and place
and give communities
greater self confidence
Using skills and experience
banks to aid the young as it
will take at least 2
generations to create
economic productivity.
Empathy - user with
provider
Local issues are not
listened to and greater
empowerment would make
that happen.

LA's and other stat
regulators eg FS, SEPA,
development agencies SE, SOSEA
National and local
government,
empowerment act, private
sector,

Community
empowerment

Community empowerment

at present politicians and
officials treat us as inferiors
(but we all know it won't
happen)
Support rural
areas

to prevent the continuing
move from countryside to
town
we can repopulate the
country, encourage rural
businesses

increased need for a
greater range of house
types for those on lower
incomes

Local planning

Local authorities (housing
teams and LDP policies

Planning should make sure
that peoples homes should
be close to their workplace,
so that they don’t' have to
spend long periods of the
day commuting.
Huts available easily for all
who would like them (as in
nordic countries)

This will help to reduce
carbon emissions.
Improve peoples quality of
life, so that they spend less
time travelling to work.

SG, local authorities

mental and physical health
and well being, local
economic benefit and rural
repopulation

NPF4 and local authority
planners

Quality of life;
health and
wellbeing

‘WORK’ - What does planning need to do to enable an economy that benefits everyone?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

Recognition that social and
community enterprise
requires ongoing support.
Not for profit/non profit
distributing means more
resources for delivery
Circular economy with zero
economic growth (as
previously defined)
A different vision of work
which recognises caring
and volunteering as
'employment'. More time
for people to grow things grow community.
Better support for
community groups
progressing schemes to
address climate change
and environmental issues
Apply common sense to
planning decisions and
listen to what people want
Better public transport - so
that people living in rural
and semi rural areas, can
easily get to work

People care about their
local communities and can
make things happen

Greater support for local
tourist offices, perhaps
merge with libraries
Rates relief mechanism for
High Street business
The Scottish Government
making the country a good
place to do business and
not drive skills away by
higher taxes.

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…
SG - legal
framework/policy

The earth has finite
resources and capacity to
deal with growth
There is a lot of work to do
to live life in other ways need a reshaping of what
we value

All levels from grass roots
to Scottish and UK Govt

The more the community is
involved, the more engaged
people are

Scottish Borders Council,
SG

THEME/S
Support local,
circular and
volunteering
economy, and
respect individual
circumstances

Employers, work and
pensions, education

it does not happen just now

I live in a semi rural area,
and although I am well
qualified, my job
opportunities are restricted
because I am not able to
drive and public transport
services in my area are
limited
increase/enhance tourism

SG and local councils

protect town centres

SG, local authorities

The country's best people
are easily attracted
elsewhere under present
taxation system

local authority/SG

Importance of
high street and
services

Create conditions
to ensure it’s a
good place to do
business with
technical, digital,

Encourage technical/skilled
people to come back and
live in Scotland. Establish
and support rural
businesses
Improve the provision of
rural broadband, and
training to those who can't
use it
Nationwide access to high
speed broadband. Public
transport as principle form
of travel
Key sector involvement in
technology helping local
communities
Finance important to
implement delivery of
serviced business parks

Scotland could become a
more vibrant economy

Central/local Govt

services and
infrastructure

it should be a basic human
right

to assist local economic
development and dispersed
work places. To transform
transport to be carbon
neutral along with EV
rural communities need to
participate in Scotland 2050
and need to benefit from
technical advances
Allocating business
land/industrial land in LDPs
not sufficient in its own
right. Funding vital to fully
service these to make
readily available for end
user

Govt - national and local

Rural Affairs

Central Govt funding

Hydro power
Education, health, housing,
food production, care of the
environment, trading with
neighbouring countries not worldwide, transport,
infrastructure
‘PLACE’ - How can planning improve, protect and strengthen the special character of our places?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…
BECAUSE…
WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THEME/S
THIS HAPPEN…
Regeneration of town
Budgets/regional decision
SG - policy/funding for
Support town
centres should recognise
making can work against
local communities in
centres and listen
individuality, heritage, local
the wishes of local people
charge.
to community
community in the driving
voices
seat. Give power/budget to
local community.
Listen to the community
At present you tell us.
Town centres are changing Town centres locally and
More flexibility of uses in
- retail changing. Online
nationally are experiencing
LDP's, funding available
shopping major reason.
poor performance, high
to help improve street
Town centres should have
vacancy rates, low footfall
frontages.
wider range of uses
Rural communities in
We have very sad
anyone involved in
Integrated land
control of forestry on their
examples of what happens
planning, forestry, funding uses and
door step - must ensure
when plantations are felled
for communities
supported ecothat product is processed
on outskirts of a village systems
locally! Ensure felling on
need to plant amenity
hillsides doesn't result in
woodland and sort drainage
flooding
around rural communities

Integrated land use
including rewilding of
significant areas. Fewer
sheep and deer.
Let the needs of nature
shape our places
Regional and local land use
planning
Transformation of rural land
use -to multiple land use
creating multiple benefits.
End of monocultures
More protection of areas
with high levels of
biodiversity - so as to
protect wildlife. Stricter
laws to protect wildlife and
to prevent development
from destroying areas with
high levels of biodiversity.
Appreciation of the circular
economy - keep local - agri
support to aid this
Stop absentee land lords
buying up town centre
property at auction on the
cheap. Or force them to
maintain it.
Break up large parcels of
possible building land and
offer as smaller parcels

More local food growing
from new allotments to
community supported
agriculture
Support for older rural
housing (stone built) to be
retrofitted with greener
options for heat and light.
Most are reliant on oil or
wood burners. Solar and
ground and batteries?
Improving infrastructure
and transport to attract
visitors and workers to rural
areas
Less litter, for example,
look at the area around
Straiton Retail Park - the
road is covered with litter
from the retail parks shops,

Healing of our ecosystems,
protection of rural
communities, sequestration
of carbon, moving towards
zero carbon before 2045.
Then places will be
habitable for people too
a more ecologically sound
landscape and land use
our land is in a poor state,
underproductive in terms of
nature (biodiversity) and
producing local food for
local consumption.
Large number of species
have been declining in the
UK, especially over the last
few decades.

If we don't support the rural
economy, no future for
Scotland outside central
belt
Often don’t maintain
property - major impact on
rest of town when multiowner property starts to fall
apart
only big companies can
manage large parcels of
land - precludes smaller
local companies and
developers.
Better quality food, lower
food miles, more resilient
communities, better health
Huge numbers of this type
of housing in the
countryside contributes to
the look of Scotland impact on tourism,
money/support is a great
driver
at present the railways are
appalling and the
broadband is often very
poor
litter is hazardous for
different types of wildlife. It
affects the quality of life of
people who live in areas,
where there is a large
amount of litter.

Scottish and UK
governments, land use
policies and funding

environmental planners,
foresters, river managers,
botanists
SG
Govt Depts, Agri,
Forestry, Environment

SG and local councils

Support local –
economy; land
investment; food;
building
maintenance

SG, local authority

SG, local authority,
landowners

SG Grant schemes.
Anyone who can
incentivise.

Quality of place
and quality of
experience is
important
SG and local councils

such as McDonalds, Costa,
Burger King.
Enhanced bus services late
bus subsidised by earlier
buses
Control of mass tourism
and protection of Scotland's
special places. Develop
and exploit Scotland's
heritage sites
Borders national park
Creation of a Scottish
Borders National Park

A northern cheviots
national park, based
around a park centre in
Jedburgh

support rural communities

SG, local authority

Scotland can benefit from
tourism but it must be
controlled

Central Govt, tourist
board

increase/enhance tourism

SG and local councils

It would protect our
heritage in a vital area and
work alongside the climate
change agenda
in landscape terms, the
national boundary should
not be second class - in
comparison with the
Northumberland National
Park

Environment Minister

Benefit from
unique and
special natural
places

‘DELIVERY’ - What infrastructure do we need to plan and build to realise our long term aspirations?
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…

BECAUSE…

Trains, linked to bus
system and EV points and
green energy generation at
home for our vehicles in
rural areas.
A cheap and free public
transport system that the
private car does not
continue to dominate the
environment
Better roads, better railway,
more buses, better
broadband

We have to change!

Better rail services with
integrated transport links,
regional airports and
airlines. Good rural
broadband
Carbon neutral public
transport. Expansion of
renewable energy. Digital
infrastructure
Improve transport
infrastructure, promotion of
public transport, promote
further cycleways,
walkways

at present we are in many
respects languishing
behind our competitors
around the world
it will encourage
educated/entrepreneurial
Scots to stay in Scotland
and others to return
To make travel within
Scotland carbon neutral.
To disperse work through
digital technology
This will encourage better
connectivity, healthier
wellbeing, less reliance on
motor car

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…
Anyone in power who can
make it happen

Central and local
government

Govt and local authorities.
Private industry in
transport.
LDP policies, improved
cycleways, walkways as
part of new development
proposals. Central Govt
funding vital

THEME/S
Integrated low
carbon transport,
connectivity and
digital connectivity

Better segregated bike and
micro vehicle lanes and
routes

Move away from storybook
language in NPF4 to
business. SWOT analysis vision, mission, targets,
strategy
Audit NPF3 - what worked,
what didn't work, why - how
to improve?
A 'gap' or 'space left' in the
NPF4 that allows for 'and
what else'
A re-wilding of the NPF4
Local development plans
should not be renewed at
this time until NPF4 is
issued and local place
plans have had a chance to
be written
Re-constitute Scottish
Committee of
Administrative Justice and
Tribunals Council
Local health services
provision - number of GP's
and nurses etc should be
laid down as minimum
numbers per head and
modified by weighting on
demographics age etc
Recognise that individual
areas have different needs
and need to be addressed
accordingly
A process towards 2050
that has emerged in
collaboration with
communities
Policy is to decant
tasks/responsibility from
local government to
community groups - this
requires adequate funding
Fossil fuel free houses, well
insulated, comfortable
District heating schemes biomass, hydrogen,
renewables

To replace, where possible,
fossil fuel vehicles,
accepting that electric
vehicles cannot be the
whole answer. People
need to have confidence
that they will be safe.
Storybook language is
weak

SG and Local Govt

SG

NPF4 and other
processes to
provide effective
delivery

Original NPF3 was a poor
document
climate change is
reshaping place and world
in ways we don’t' know
about yet
This would shape it in ways
we can't imagine ourselves.
New LDP's will last 10
years and need to take
LPP's and NPF4 into
account

NPF4 designers

Help ensure local
authorities and perform
effectively

SG

present services are patchy
- postcode lottery
Innerleithen -good, Peebles
- poor

SG

Environmental planners
SG

at present we have a one
size fits all system and that
system is broke

Collaborate with
communities to
deliver

It needs to be shaped by
those that aren't here yet
and to be done with, not
done to, communities
Community grounds may
lack resource, experience,
capacity and need to hire a
core of staff

local people to hold
government organisations
to account, educators

Domestic heating is a huge
source of CO2 and people
deserve decent houses
it is efficient and gives fuel
security

SG and Local Govt

SG and Local Govt

Heating and
power across
scale that also
addresses fuel
poverty

Use the river waters and
mill lade to generate hydro
for local use. Support local
communities to drive this
forward.

‘ONE BIG THING’
WOULD LIKE TO SEE…
No carbon emissions from
any manmade source
A planning policy that helps
to minimise climate change
Housing land requirements
agreed at early regional
level which are clear and
agreed by all (or as much
as possible)

Common weal given new
deal and food system
supplied by permaculture
Support for huts enshrined
in NPF4

Education, infrastructure,
and investment to bring
high tech front end
businesses to Scotland

Generate cheap power for
rural communities and
lower incomes

Local authorities planning. SG - funding.

BECAUSE…

WHO CAN BEST MAKE
THIS HAPPEN…

to prevent disastrous
climate change
Of the damage that climate
change could do to society
Identifying housing land
requirements is now highly
complex and time
consuming and there are a
wide range of opinions on
this (often determined by
interests of third parties)
our ecosystem and
wellbeing and happiness
depend on it
Benefits to mental and
physical health, reconnecting Scots with their
countryside
Everything else is
secondary to having a
vibrant economy

THEME/S
Tackle climate
change

Scottish Government,
local authorities
Housing

Health and
wellbeing
Local Authority Planners

Government

Invest in
successful
economy
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